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Vol. LX WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., NOV. 10, 1966 No .. 9 
Rights Group Changes Focus, Republicans Stage Comeback 
Aims To Co-ordinate, Educate TY7 e h ,-,,h 
by Wendy Wyse 'FG I SUS has not been reached on a new rr it J_ I ree 
e 
"The civil right movement is going one. ''Civil Rights Group" seems in-
to have to go underground. It is no I adequate, according to Linda, because 
ionger the big parade, the big demon- "the scope is broadened" and "we by Jane Canter '68 proved to be a striking victory as he 
stration. In a way, it's too bad be- need to know what is going on in Republicans scored a smashing easily defeated California's Gov. Ed-
cause these things draw people to other areas besides legislation and its success on election day and made a mund G. !Pall Brown in the guber-
the movement." While indicating the enactment." st rong comeback from t he Goldwater natorial contest tJhere. Not Jong ago, 
change in focus of student action, The major project of the Civil Jiasco of 1964. Although the out party many comme!ltalors would haV'e 
Linda Lewis '68, head of Wellesley's r Rights Group this year demonstrates uwally gains in the off-year elections, viewed Reagan's cun·ent success 
Civil Rights Group feel that white how whites can aid Negroes within the gains this year are o.f particular story as too improl>able even for a 
civil right workers have an important the context of the Black Power move- significance, for many candidates m.ovie script: ~rhoJps many still do. 
role to play. ment. Every Thursday night, dorm I His success pomts out ttr t e I 
A recent article in the New York reps sell doughnuts to raise funds for with national potential have WO!l. . e ex'. me Y 
Times (Oct. 24) concluded from a ·an econom ic development project in The three R's, as the p·res-:; has pron.iment ~ole ?f mass ~edia and 
survey of twelve New York Talliafero County, Georgia. called them, Reagan, Romney, and publrc relations m campaigns. 
necessary to label causes and effects 
in blre complex process of politics. 
The Republican Pru-ty, which show-
ed such strength on Tue~ay, repre-
sents numerous viewpoints and moti-
vations. The outcome is in part a re-
action to civil q"ights agitation, infl.a-
tioo, Vietnam, weak candidates and 
personalities. The Republican sweep 
in Massachusetts is largely a result 
o.f strong pen.wnalities a!ld competent 
oampaigns. 
colleges that civil rights is a dying Invitation by Negroes Rockefeller, have taken the central Another atlraclive, young Republi-
issue on these campuses. Membership Stephanie Judson explained that last spotlight, witlh Percy and Hatfield can governor is George Romney of Volpe Scores Big 
in the groups has dropped, it stated, year's efforts to aid Talliafero County close behind. The Congress will main- Michigan. In his victory over Demo- John A. Volpe was re-elected Gov. 
as the whites have been made to feel politically, through voter registration, lain its Democratic majority, but the crat Zol10!1 Ferency, Romney helped ernor of Massachusetts with a record 
unwelcome and as other issues, like failed. Negroes there now feel that Rcpublicains will have three more Sen. Robert P. Griffin retain his plurality. In defeating hls Democra-
the draft and Vietnam, have come to the only way to improve their lot is senators and 46 mare representatives Senate seal. GriJfin, appointed to the tic opponent, Edward J. MeOormack, 
assume more importance. to establish new rural i.ndustry. Mo~ey in the Ninetiellh Co!lgress than they Senate by Romney, defeated G. Men- Volpe becomes tJhe first governor lo 
Black Power from ?ougnut sales wil_l go as capi~al had in the Eighty-Ninth. They have nen Williams, 'll formor Democratic serve 'for the four-year term. The 
Leaders of Wellesley's Civil Rights for silkscreen .and cmderblock m- gained also in the number of gover- governor. Charles H. Percy and Mark televisio!I computers declared him 
Group, too ,have felt the impact of dustry and a pig farm. nors O. Hatfield have entered the national the winner 39 minutes before the polls 
the Black .Power movement, but they The project falls in the domain of I · J'ti J b pt · h had closed, and it is o.f sn<>l'ial sig-the Black Power movement because Like Movies? po 1 ca scene Y ca unng t e Sen- .-~~· 
welcome it. The Wellesley movement ate seats · 111· · d o nificance that Volpe even "~r1'ed "'--has never been a massive one, and Continued 011 page six Ronald Reagan's political debut l!! mois an regon i·e· B lo le """" "'"' 
spectively. Bolh men project a oort of os n vo , traditionally Democra· 
Linda, Co-chairman Demie Kurz '68 Wh a t D 0 Soc1· e t1· es Of'Cer?e "New Fron lier" . image in a liberal lie. There is specul1ation that Volpe's 
and Secretary Stephanie Judson '68 l l R bl' 1 d f · sweep pulled Brooke along with it, see their J'ob as basically involving co- epu ican way. n e eatmg thq-cc-
term Sen Paul H Do gl""' p h but others have surmIS· ed that 
· ordination and education. p E } s · · u "'"• ercy as 
Thegroupusedtoemphasize 1utor- residents va uate ystefil shown himself lo be~ strong and Brooke'slndependentandDeroocratic 
ing but as white tutors have been ex- serious candidate. following went along with Volpe -
either way, Republican Edward W. 
the ~orthern Student Mov~ment, this and Susan Sprau '68 dent of Shakespeare, the method of Two Rockof'Cllers woo governor- E!!dicolt PeaOOdy, and took over the eluded from Operation Exodus an.d by Priscifla Kerbi11 '68 I TZE, and Nancy Hughes '67, presi- Two Rockefellers Brooke O\'erwhelmed former Gov. fu~ct.ion hhas dass~~e~le~s •drta!1ce 1 What is a ;ociety? Is it a place selecting members is designed to ships Tuesday night. Nelson A. Rock- Senate seat vacated by Sen. Leverett ~~n •:n~ ~~: ~·~pel ~~;~s rganiza- where you can go to study, to cook p1·event any feeling o~ e:cclusive- efeller r~taine~ his position in New Salloorstall. Brooke is the first Negro 
M Al S . or to entertain a date in privacy? ness. In the fall all Juniors and York, while Wmtlhro.p Rockefeller de- in the Senate since Recoo.struction. 
"Bl k us t ter !Ste~ Or is it a bureaucratic organization seniors at·e invited to society teas. feated segregatio!list Jim .Johnson in The most controversial battle in 
. ;c p~wer ~.eetmgs ave con- with too many required meetings To qualify for membership, inter- Arkansas, and became the first Re- I.he Massachusetts election was the ;~~ce mo~: ta:!a:ia~=o~~to;~r ar~e~~~ and exorbitant dues? Is it a way to estect upperclassmen m.ust ~te:id publican govemor of. ArkanSJas since contest for attorney general. Lt. Gov. 
b.ld " L' d 'd Th' h'ft t .make friends with students who one tea.at each of the s ix societies Rec. onstruction. The co. nstituen. cies I Elliot Richar~on's d1'selosures l·""'"t c 1 ren, m a sat : . ts s 1 s e~s 1. · th d ? and a second tea at their first three ....., also from the conv1ct1on that their tve m 0 er orms · wh1dh elected hoth cand1d·ates dtllfer- week of the apparent conflict of in-
1 h Id be k d · · o · · t l · preferences. ed wi'dely althou"'i. both R b C · d ro e s ou 10 wor towar msh- r IS a soc1e y an exc usive soro- . . . s.. are ~pu · 011t111ue on page four 
tutional and not personal transform- rity of "in" people? According to Immediately after the second hcam. Varitms cr~tics. have eoncoct-
1 
ation. Prue Richardson '67, president of round of teas, the members of each ed broad generahzatmns character- ------- -------
"You can work with people, y.ou TZE, "It is ridiculous to consider it society "vote" on. the prospective izing natio!!al voting behavior, but no We]} To Provide 
can work with a little boy and his (a society) so exclusive when the members. Ev~ry society member rates issues are clear-cut, ·and voters who 
family," explained Linda. "But you atmosphere is anything but once each ~r<>l;pectrve member by number: went Republican in one slate, might Delivery Service 
can't really do anything for them be- you are in." Although members do f?ur if she would be .. a very de- have gone Democratic in another. 
cause the system remains the same. not feel it, students who are not s1rabl~ membe1·, three l.f she would 
It's not anything that just one person members of ·a society and even be a nice membe1-, .two if ~he would 
bas implemented." those who plan to become members be o.k .•. and one if she ts undesir-
In line with their new tack Welles- believe societies have an aura of able. Smee there are about 180 
ley's Civil Rights Group has' decided exclusiveness, admits Prue. applica~ts, the "voting" becoi;ies a 
to change its name, a lthough consen- 1 As explained by the president of mecha111cal process. There IS no 
time, not even for constructive 
evaluations. 
Placement 
Armed with he society's consen-
sus, the Central Committee repre-
sentative from each society attends 
the placement meeting. Each pros-
pective member has sent the Cen-
tral Committee a card listing the 
societies in order of her prefer-
ence, and at the placement meeting 
the Central Committee reps dis-
tribute applicants among societies. 
Only positive opinions can be stated 
about the applicants at the Central 
Continued 011 page seve11 
Those who elected Clau<le Kirk Jr. 
the first Republican governor of Flo· 
rida since 1872 probably would not 
have supported Spiro T. Agnew, who 
won the gubernatorial contest in 
Maryla!ld. Agnew's Democratic op-
pornmt, George P. Maloney, cam-
paigned against 'Open housing with 
Lhe same slogan used by Kirk: "Your 
home is your castle - protect it." 
. Mr. and Mrs. Team 
With Wa llace and Wallace as gov-
ernor of Alabama, and either Maddox 
or Callaway in Georgia, there is talk 
of a new third party for the elections 
of 1968. What is euphemistically term-
ed " backlash" in Alabama, Califor· 
nia a nd elsewhere, played a role in 
ma!ly cpntests, but it is perhaps un-
fortunate that the press finds it so 
College Art Museum Acquires 
Spanish Renaiss61nce Painting 
15th century Spanish painting recently given to W ellesley MuHum. 
photo by Karin R osenthal '67 
T he Wellesley Art Museum has re-
cently acquire.9 an important Spanish 
panel painting by the 15th century 
artist Pedro Berruguete. 
Depicting the Madonna in glory 
surrounded by angels, the panel pro-
bably represents the Assumption, a 
popular theme in European art at 
this time. • 
Combines Two Trends 
Berruguete ( 1450-1504) a native of 
Castille, was one of the earliest Span-
ish painters to be affected by the 
Italian Renaissance as well as by Fle-
mish art. The Wellesley "Assump-
tion," which distinctively combines 
these elements was probably painted 
with workship assistance, in the 
1480's after Berruguete's trip to Italy. 
The panel, long missing, was origin-
ally part of a much large retable 
(group of panels in a church) which 
included scenes of the Annunciation, 
Nativity, Visitation, and Death of 
Mary. 
Although the original location of 
the retable is not known, the panels 
are similar to altarpieces done by Ber-
ruguete in his native province. 
The work is a gift from Mr. and 
Mrs. A.M. Adler of New York. 
by Susan Foster '68 
The Well will begin a program or 
delivering food to the dormitories 
during l:he evening until Ii:oo p.m. 
as soon as a delivery boy with a car 
can be hired. Severial problems re-
lated to this new undertaking are 
now being investigated - who will 
deliver, how much he will be paid, 
lhe hours the delivery system will be 
in efil'ect. 
Previous Program 
Several yea.rs ago a S;75tem of de-
liveries from 1lhe Well was instituted, 
but failed because the girls were 
supposed to tip the delivery boy but 
didn't. To support the cost o.f having 
a delivery boy a small charge will 
be made for deliveries - a nickel 
or dime .extra per sandwich, or per~ 
haps a small charge per order. 
Meet Students' Needs 
The extra coot will depend on vol• 
mne arul will cover only the cost aI 
the delivery boy. Mrs. Eleanor Tez> 
ney; Director of Residence, empha· 
sized, "The Well runs at a loss, but 
is maintained for students' cooveni· 
ence. Lt is kept because people need 
it. The ·new delivery service will 
prove this value." 
News will notify students when ttie 
delivery system is in effect. See edi-
torial on page 2. 
The Film Society will present a 
bonus film and extra surprises 
Friday, Nov. 11. The film. Dra-
cula which stars Bele Lugosi, will 
be shown in Pendleton at 7 and 9 
p.m. Admission is free to sub-
scribers, 50c for non-subsaibers. 
,.. 
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Now Speak Aloud 
Put Another Nickel In NSA Assesses Students' Role 
News has recognized a need to make food available to people 
in the dormitories. A sid e from Coke machines, o nly a candy and Jane Oliver '68 
cookie mach ine is in each dormitory. For people who want some- :Editor's Note: The following 
thing mo re substantial or something that isn 't sweet, there is no ar ticle is the third installament 
I initial question, I feel that I have begged the question. For my argu-
1 ment implies that the reason Wel-
of a column designed to present 
choice. personal points of view on con-
Wellesley's evening sit-down dinners take more time than troversial matters. We urge 
cafeteri a-style meals, and a student who d oes not have the time to members of the community to 
go to dinner because of work she is doing does not have another respond to these opionions. Any-
food source. N or does a person with a late night app\!tite. one interested in contributing to 
F or a person who is busy, a trip to the Well is no more practical " Now Speak Aloud!" should con-
than sit-do wn d inne r. There is the walk to and from the Well (which tact J ane Oliver in Munger. 
can be quite time-consuming if one happens to live in Stone-Davis Last weekend at Brown Univer-
or the new dorms) and the wa it for the order. The person with a late sity the NSA New England Region 
sponsored a conference on " Student 
evening appe tite will not find the Well open past 11 :00. Power : the extent to which s tu-
News praises two steps which are being taken to solve the "food dents should par ticipate in academic 
prob lem ' ' - ( l ) institu ting a delivery system fro m the Well (see policy - formation." Having heard 
p. I for detai ls) and (2) making a survey to find out where "the re the positions of various conference 
are available space and facilities for ice c ream machines in the d orms. panelists, and having discussed this 
The latter measure would ma ke food available at t imes other than issue with students from Brown, 
when the Well is either de liver ing or open, and is more convenient. Pembroke, Reg is, Brandeis, Alber-
Only technical matters remain to be solved before the Well can tus Magnus, Colby, and Springfield, 
d r · h · A W II d r · h · b those who r epresented Wellesley 
e 1ver m t e evenings. e e 1very service means aving su - were faced "'ith the problem of 
stantial foods such as sandwiches and hamburgers available to people communicating our experience. 
not wishing to leave the do rm itory. It a l o means using the Well , We have decided to react rather 
which runs a t a loss, to fuller capaci ty. It will a lso make possible than report : a let ter in News this 
la rge scale o rde rs and de liver sies, i.e ., for organizatio ns o r grou ps on week presents to Wellesley College 
camp us, perhaps for gatherings at Room f and othe r places. Ne ws a question wh ich the conference 
hopes that ther e w ill not be m inimum o rde rs; tha t the de livery ser- raised in our minds ; a meetng on 
vice will be ava ilable all evening until 11 :00 and will star t a t 6:00 Wednesday, November 16bh, 4: 15 
for people who do no t want to go to dinner; and tha t peop le will be p.m. in the Pope ·Room will offer 
able to place the ir orde rs up until a t least 10:30 p.m., 9:30 for the open discussion of this question. 
grill. This article intends less to provide argumentation on the limits of 
News a lso hopes that t he survey conce rning space and facil ities "student powet-'' a t Wellesley, than 
for ice cream machines will be conducted soo n, prefe rably over to challenge its very existence. In 
Than ksgiving recess, so that the issue will not drag out ove r a long addition, I would lii\e to question 
pe riod o f time. We would like to suggest that where space does not cer tain attit udes endemic to Wel-
permit, one ice c ream machine be insta lled in every dorm grou p lesley students. 
(quad, T ower , Munger, Stone-Davis, and new do rm groups ) for I think first of all that if Welles-
the use of a ll the students in those dorms. Or, if possible, machines ley s tudents were asked to descd be 
cou ld b e insta~lcd in every d orm that .has space. Students in nearby their college experience, ideas like 
" liberal arts edocation," "gracious 
dorms without space could sha re these machines. Such a system college," and "ivory towerness," 
lesley students don't think in terms 
of student power is because they 
don't have any, and further im-
piles that if they had this kind of 
student power , they would start 
thinking in terms of it. 
However this kind of reasoning, in 
addition to positing a bighly unlikely 
oourse of events, risks being an ex-
cuse and justificatio!l for Wellesley 
students not lihinking in terms of 
student power. Therefore, I'd like to 
explore another dimension of student 
pow~r. and try to focus again, and 
perhaps more honestly, on why the 
co!lcept of student power is anomal-
ous to Wellesley thinking. 
"Student power" can describe the 
existence of an audible and collective 
student voice in a college community. 
Whether this voice makes itself 
beard at Berkeley's decibel level or 
al Mt. Holyoke's decibel level, it bas 
to be listened to, and answered. One 
could argue flhat we have such a stu-
dent voice at Wellesley, or at any 
rate, the potential for one : Se!late 
meetings and S.E.C. meetings are 
oepn to the entire student body, and 
any students can, and many students 
do, express keely their thoughts. 
Yet one should distinguish between 
stude!lts expressing their individual 
opinions and students collectively 
maintaining a position, just as one 
s'hould distinguish between the voic-
ing of opinion to an esbablistied com-
mittee and the voicing aI o.pini'O!l in 
an aulX>nomous student gathering. 
'Ille only approximation of a true 
"student voice" heard at Wellesley 
this year has developed in rel.a.lion to 
~ transportation issue: the student 
members of Senate initiated liheir 
own reseairch oommittees a.'ld sulr 
committees, and polled student opin-
ion several times; News decided to 
hig'hlight the car issue one week, and 
saw that llhe issue was intelli~ntly 
presented; Sophomore Senate Reps 
in several dorm.it.ones culled views 
on trM sportation at after-dinner cof-
fee. Thus, student-faitiated actions 
can significantly elicit student voice. 
Yet I would 'hope that students 
would not depend exclusively on es-
tablished structures like Senate , 
News, or liOO Senate Rep system, for 
springboards of actiam I would hope 
that we could be the lcin<l al student 
body from whieh simply a group of 
interested and curious students could 
feel bollb comfortable a!ld free to 
schedule a meeting in some room in 
Billings, to discuss with other stu-
dents, some question like the rele-
vance of a Wellesley education. 
Now one might ask incredulously, 
"and THIS is 'student voice'"? I don't 
hhink such meetings defi'le the poten-
tial of Wellesley's student voice, but 
I think such meetings would be the 
sign of some feelings rel abed to, and 
oocessary fur, student voice, namely, 
the desire and llhe freech:Jm Ix> be operi 
with each other, without tbe fear of 
"oot being right" or of " being thought 
unintellige!lt." In addition, if we as-
sociate ttie concept of "student voice" 
solely with boo-bah and protest vve 
are being unimaginative for the con-
cept can include goals like " becom-
ing articulate and independent." 
Yet if student voice is ever to be-
come a dynamic form of student 
power at Wellesley, we students will 
Continued on page five would still give a ll girls an equal oppo rtunity to use an ice cream would be much more frequently as-machine and since many dorms a re interconnected inte rnall y and sociated with Wellesley than ideas 
becaus~ students can now sign out to other dorms after 11 :00, it like, "student power," "student ac-
would make "going next door" ve ry easy. tivism," "free speech movement," 
Ice cream machines would not involve having mo re men in .or "experimental education." Aside 
the do rms; the m achines could be refilled at the same t ime as the from the question of what we think 
Coke m achines by the same reoresentative. The mach ines can be 0.f Wellesley s~ould or shouldn't be 
installed free o.f charge, aywhere there is a simple ho usehold elec- ' ~ike, t~e ~ue~tion of why Wellesley 
trical outlet. A 5-15 % r~ate (depending on volume) from the ;.::af~ Jsn t like other colleges re-
machine will d efray e lectricity charges ~nd, in the 1.ong run, prob- Wh; does thinking in terms of 
ably any charges that need to be made m the e lectncal outlets and "student power" for instance seem 
wiring. And News asks the College to consider tha t such changes w ill inappropriate 'and unnaturn'.1 for 
contribute to an investment for the students which wi"ll las t. Wellesley? Is it because students 
The Reader Writes 
Gadfly's Reply 
As News goes to press, we would like to congratulate M arian 
Ferguson and the ad hoc car committee for the thoughtful report 
they prepar.ed for th is afte rnoon_'s Senate mee ting .. Ho~ever, we .are 
forced to defend ourselves agamst the car com m ittees suggestion , 
in a Jetter reprinted o n this page, that News has served as Senate's 
gadfly. While the restrictio n against students who are not o f diploma-
grade standing will a ffect only a handful o f peop le, we feel that s~t­
ting a standard for "community membersh ip-'' can only lead to the 
establishment of a d angerous precedent. We do not believe that 
students with Jess than a " respectable C aver age" a re proba tionary 
mem bers of the com m unity. T hey have the same responsibilities ac; 
everyone else, including do rm work and adherence to social regu 
lations. They should be accorded the same treatment as other stu· 
dents, the only restrictions which should be imposed a re those of an 
academic na ture (e.g. they are p rohibited from cutting classes). 
A student is no longer a "member of the community" when 
a.,d only when she leaves that community, as a result of he r own 
or the College's decision. We hope our r eaders will consider the 
implicatio ns of an e litis t theory if it sho uld develo p here at this time. 
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The opiniOnJ npttSsed in this news-
paper an not necessarily those of the 
Administnltion. 
here have no power ? It's plausible, 
if one considers that all s tudent or-
ganiations have limited and re-
st ricted budgets and that few stu-
dent organizations have a power-
base independent of the college's 
a llotment to Senate. Yet a lthough 
students thus operate from a virtu-
a lly powerless position, and al-
though this economic situation may 
unconsciously shape our ideas of 
our possibilities (limited funds can 
go so far as to inhibit an organ-
a tion's activites ), I think most of 
us would agree that "student 
power" has dimensions beyond the 
strictly economic. 
Moreover, on returning to my 
To The Gadfly 
To the editor: 
In response to t!te "edituial we" 
of News, We of the Car Committee 
would like to bring two considera-
tions to the attention al. News read-
ers. 
1l We recognize that there is no 
!lecessary causal connection bet~ 
the use of cars and poor grades. The 
'l"eason fur an a cademic restriction 
governing student ownership of cars 
lies in quite anobher vein : namely, 
that a student, to be eligible for a 
community privilege, must f1rst meet 
the community standards for mem-
bership. 
2> Diploma grade standing does oot 
quires a· respectable C average. To 
suggest that the car privilege is to 
be used as an incentive or a reward 
for good grades as a bicycle is used 
bo motivate a child to get A's is an 
insult not only to the car committee 
but to the entire academic oommu-
nity . 
Such an insult is not coMistent with 
News' standards of responsibile and 
constructive editorial policy. 1be 
questions facing Senate now .are oom-
plioated a.'ld intricate ones; confus-
ing or distorting the emphasis of the 
issues involved cannot contribute to 
a resolution of the problems at hand. 
I would. urge every member ~ the 
col~e community, faculty and stu-
dents alike, to read the existing rules, 
and the minutes C1f Senate meetings 
in order fu be infurmed of what is 
being considered and to avoid re-
acting to rumors and hearsay. 
Sincerely, 
Marian Ferguson 'ffl 
Chairman, Car Committee 
Of Courses 
To the editor: 
To celebrate the 41st anniversary 
of teacher and course e\'.aluations by 
undergraduates, the Harvard Crim-
son's "Confidential Guide to Courses," 
the Student Education Committee is 
studying the possibilities for some 
kind of course evaluation here--at 
Wellesley. The variations of this prac-
tice are as numerous as the campuses 
which have adopted it; we must adapt 
it to the particular needs and goals 
of Wellesley. Do we wish to encour-
age better teaching? to help students 
choose their courses? to elicit sug-
gestions' for future curriculum chan-
ges? 
When the purpose of such a course 
evaluation has been adequately de-
fined, it is then our task to develop 
appropriate procedures for achieving 
these goals. SEC will hold an open 
meeting on Thursday Nov. 17 at 4 : IS 
in Billings, to discuss both the goals 
and methods to achieve them which 
you, the students, feel are important. 
~e solicit your suggestions and sup-
port. 
Sincerely, 
Ann Rosewater '67 Chairman 
Student Education Committee 
All Work, No Play 
To the editor : 
"Of making of many books there 
is no end, and much study is a wear-
iness of the flesh." (&c. 12: 12) 
Are you just sittina around your room, 
feeling sluggish, not in a mood to 
work despite pressing deadlines, read-
Continued on page ~ 
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rLeave The Driving To Us ... ' 
College Initiates Bus Service 
Seminar Surveys New Opera 
New convenience in transportation has begun for Wellesley students 
with buses running from Founders parking lot to Boston and Cambridge 
f ive days a week. The schedule is a s follows : 
Buses Leaving Founders: 
Tuesday 
7 :00 p.m. to Park Squar~, Harvard Square 
Wednesday 
9 :30 a.m. to Fine Arts Museum, Park Square, Harvard Square 
1 :30 p.m. to Fine Arts Museum, Park Square, Harvard Square 
7 :00 p.m. to Park Square, Harvard Square 
F riday 
11 :30 a.m. to Logan Airport 
2:50 p.m. to Logan Airport 
4:15 p.m. to Logan Airport 
7:00 p.m. to Park Square, Harvard Square 
8:00 p.m. to Park Square, Harvard Square 
8aturday 
9 :30 a.m. to Fine Arts Museum, Park Square, Harvard Square 
1 :30 p.m. to Fine Arts Museum, P~rk Square, Harvard Square 
5 :00 p.m. to Park Square, Harvard Square 
7 :00 p.m. to Park Square, Ha rvard Square 
Sunday 
2:15 p.m. to Fi ne Arts Museum, Park Square, Harvard Square 
by Betty Demy '69 
On Tuesday night, Wellesley caught 
a few brief glimpses of what promises 
to be a Boston Opera Company's 
most unusual and celebrated perform-
ance of the season. 
I:ntiroduced to Schoenberg's Moses 
and Aaron last spring by Sarah Oald-
well of the opera company, students 
can look forward to the culmination 
of this project on Nov. 28 at the 
Back Bay Theater in Boston when a 
special preview performance will be 
held. 
S.killful Exposition 
The lecture-demonstration opened 
with a dramatic reading by three 
actors, fo llowed by Eric Salzman's 
skillful exposition of Schoenberg's 
musical innovations, t!he plot of Mo-
ses and Aaron, and its literary and 
philo.rophical implications. With ad-
mir.able cohesiveness. Salzman's com-
mentary, the tweve part chorus and 
several s lides worked to illuslll'ate 
the extraordinary techniques Schoen-
berg bad developed for his opera. 
Buses Returning to Campus: 
Tuesday 
11 :30 p.m. from Park Square 
11 :50 p.m. from Harvard Square 
Excerpts from Schoenberg's cor· 
respondence, carefully chosen for the 
insight they provide !into the com-
poser 's temperament, enhanced the 
eflective and spirited presentation Olf 
his biography by die three actors. 
His humor is over-ridden by the 
acutenes.s of his bitterness and hosti-
lity over lack of money and success; 
his awareness of his Jewishness 
a nd desire to create ai new free form 
of art are witnessed in the opera 
Moses and Aaron. 
Members of the Boston Opera Company give a reading dramatization from 
Sehoenberg's "Moses and Aron." L to R, front row: produeer Marvin Schofer, 
aetress Bryna Wilson, eonduetor Allan Lewis, erit ic and eomposer Erie Salzmann. 
Behind: aetors Carl Esser and John Heffernan. 
Wednesday 
4:30 p.m. from Fine Arts Museum 
4 :45 p.m. from Park Square 
5 :00 p.m. from Harvard Square 
11 :30 p.m. from Park Square 
11 :50 p.m. from Ha rvard Square 
Sunday 
11 :00 p.m. - sh uttle bus from Rivers ide 
11:45 p.m. - shuttle bus from Riverside 
12 :30 p.m. - shuttle bus from Rivers ide 
Tickets, 25c for shuttle buses and $1.00 round trip for other buses, 
may be bought from Heads of Houses or at 345 Green. Bus drivers will 
not handle money . .Buses wilt stop at Trnilways Terminal in Park Square 
and the Information Center in Harvard Square. 
Twentieth Century Metaphor 
As a musical revolutionary, Sal-
zman s tates, Schoenberg destroyed 
the traditional notion of the organi-
zati'on of music iaround keys and 
to!l'alities. He used all twelve divi-
sions of the dctav!e; his works, 
which are ultra-€x.pressive, ex'hibit 
a n unprecedented melodic freedom. 
At !first, the composer used his 
new vocabulary in an extemely free 
way a'ld gradually worked for a 
consolidation and a systematic syn-
thesis. This atonal experience ex-
pressing new technology, fear and 
alienation, is a metaphor of the 20th 
century experJence. 
Not only does the opera's theme 
ET Brews Impotent Potion 
hark back to the flight rrom Egypt 
and oppression into a free land, but 
it remains very much in the per-
vaded the spirits of those who were 
entrapped in Hiller's Germany. 
Bible Stories 
The opera, which follows the actual 
Biblical narrative of the bondage in 
Egypt and !!he Exodus, opens with 
a dialogue between Moses and !tie 
burning bush from which he receives 
God's message. 
by Wendy Moonan '68 :rnd appeals to all cla;;ses. 
As the Arno burst its banks and Mandragola: Scandal Potion 
flooded ·Florence to depths of ten The plot is ingenious, if a bit 
of lhe play is not in working out 
the scandal, it is only in convincing 
Lurrezia lo lose her hono1-. There 
is no real suspense. She is persuad-
ed by her child-desiring husband, 
mother, and Friar-Confc~sor and 
goes so far in heeding their advice 
tha t she fa lls in love with Calli-
maco. 
feet this weekend, the ET prodnc- complicated. The wealthy youth Cal-
tion of .Mand ragola sank too. Flo- limaco returns to F lorence from 
rence has not emerged from either Paris, falls in love with Lucrezia, 
yet. the beautiful and virtuous wife of a 
In a rhythmic half-speaking, half· 
singing chant, the chorus dramatized 
the totally new and surpr ising form 
Schoenb,erg's opera assumes. Al-
though unlike tr.aditional operatic 
Wdtten in 1518, Mandragola is rich old fool, Messe1· Nicia. CaHi-
one of Machiavell i's little-known maco coml ives wilh Ligurio, a dandy 
literary works, a comedy of scan- good-fo1·-nothing, to seduce her with 
da lous intrigue set in his contem- the help of, oddly enough, Lucre-
porary F lorence . The cons truction zia's husband, mother, and F r iar-
of the play is pail.terned after Ro- Co111fossor . But •how? The clue: 
man comedy a nd the anecdotal plot Lucrezia is childless a nd her hus-
is thought to be typically Floren - band, unhappy about it. The mea~? 
tine. Mandragola, the make-believe preg-
The play is noteworthy, however, nancy potion made from the man-
in that Machiavelli broke a way drake root. 
from earlier Roman stereotypes in Why is this a scandal ? The po-
his character ization in the play. tio.n is reputed to kill the first man 
Whereas the play is generally quite lo s leep with the woman who ta kes 
ea rthy a nd obvious, it has many it. TherC'fo re, virtuous Lucrezia 
subtleties which are rrol appreciated must s leep with a nather. But 
The play introduces the novel idea whom ? Caltimaco, who has made 
of character development. The play up the ha rmless potion, selfle~sly 
is also novel in that it· both includes I volunteers to serve. The problem 
Cendy Loo":"is '68 delivers the prologue of " Manclra9ole," first Experimental Thea-
. +er production of the year. photo by Jennie Cook '69 
Acting Disappointing 
Unfortunately, the direction of 
the play, by Nancy Hughes, '67 
fa iled to match the quality of last 
year's Oh Dad, Poor Dad. By ne-
glccti ng to emphasize the unique 
aspects of Machiavelli's comedy, 
Nancy did not fulfill the scanda l's 
potential. It was unevenly directed, 
slowly paced, and generally, badly 
acted. 
The start was slow. Candy Loo-
mis' '68 prologue failed to catch 
the audience. As Callimaco, Mr. An-
thony Oldcom, instructor in the 
Italia n Depa1tment, did not sue 
ceed as the romantic hero of the 
play. His recita tion of lines was 
unsure, and stiff. Looking like Li-
berace, he kept wringing his hands 
foolishly, which Machiavelli may 
even have intended for the distraught 
lover. Unfortunately, Dean Ander-
son, a s the ~ervant Siro, was too 
Co11ti11ued on page four 
Claude David, Professor of 
German at the University of 
Paris, will speak in German on 
Clemens Brentano, one of the 
outstanding poets of the roman-
tic period, Fri., Nov. 11, a t 4:15 
in the Pope room. 
Brentano, one of the Heidel-
berg group of romantic writers, 
marks his works by fantastic im-
agery and st range, ja rring 
modes of express ion. Hopefully 
the lecture will include inter pre-
tation of some of his poetry, 
which Miss Klaja Goth of the 
German department feels is most 
suiting to his genius, though he 
also wrote romance, drama, and 
short stories. 
Professor David is a guest pro-
fessor at Brown University this 
semester; his main work is a 
book on Stefan George. 
Harvard Expert On Far East 
To Speak On Chinese Purges 
Notable lecturer and expert on 
East Asian Communism, Ezra F, 
Vogel wilt discuss the "Chiao 
PuTges'' .at the Forum lecture ~ 
Nov. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in Pendleton 
Hall. 
Dr. Vogel received his Ph.D. from 
Harvard's Social Relations Depart-
ment in 1958 followed by a two-
year research fe llowship in J apan 
g ranted by the Laboratory of Social 
Relations. In 1960 and 1961 he held 
an Assistant Professorship at Yale 
University. 
Hong Kong Research • 
Later in 1961 he returned to Har-
vard as a Research Associate in the 
East Asian Resear ch Center and 
the following year became a lectiir-
er in the Social Relations Depa rt-
ment. Since that time Dr. Vogel has 
done extensive research in Hong 
Kong and currently teaches at Har-
vard a lecture course, Communist 
Chinese Society, and a seminar, 
Problems in Communist Chinese So-
ciety. 
As co-editor wit h N. W. Bell, Dr. 
Vogel published in 1960 his fi rst 
book, Modern Introduction to the 
Family. In 1963 he published Ja-
pan's New l\tiddle Class and is cur-
rently working on a new book Can-
ton City Under Communism. His 
articles have appeared in such ma-
gazines as The China Quarterly: 
"From Friendship to Comradeship", 
and World Politics: "Agriculture as 
the Foundation." He will soon pub-
lish two additional articles includ-
ing "'On Voluntarism" in Soviei 
and Chinese Communis ts and with 
Doak Barnett, "County Org.aniza-
tion in Communist China." 
photo by Karin Rosenthal '67 
choral arrangements, tlhis chorus rs 
rerninisoent of Greek tragedy's 
choral odes. Moses' replies to t!he 
chorus are a declamation which bor-
ders between pure dialogue and 
song. 
Ideas and Images 
This opposition of song and dia-
logue illustrates flhe OO!lflict Schoen-
berg felt io the actual conception o.f 
his music. In translating the idea 
image into song, Schoenberg further 
emphasized this dichotomy; Moses 
represents the idea while Aaron must 
be his mouthpiece anp transfer t!he 
idea into a cQncrete image. 
Throughout the entire opera, the 
music is the vehicle carrying the 
idea which "permeates at the in-
tuitive subconscious level" and is 
•always present alt!lrough the audience 
may not always be aware of it. 
Because Schoenb~g so masteruully 
developed this technique in ttie lirst 
and second acl:s of MoSes and Aaron, 
he was unable to complete the thlrd 
act satisfuctorily. Had he composed 
a score for the !final vicrory of Moses, 
it is likely that he would have had 
to supercede ltte forceful and triurn· 
·Phal quality so posibively exhibited 
in the first two acts. 
............... 
The "ACID SCENE"-
where it's happening, 
and why, in American 
colleges and 
universities! 
• LSD effects on creativity. 
study, work. maturity and sex 
• Episodes documenting the 
psychedelic movement on 
American campuses 
• The Psychedelicatessen-
sources and supplies 
• 
An original 60¢ 
Dell Book 
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From 'The Balcony' .. .. I Surfers Seeking ~Perfect Wave,' 
~Finesse' Create Film of Charm, Wrarmth Genet Play Demands 
by Margie Fox '68 
contemptible peformance as the Gen-by Anne Carter '69 
Jean Genet's The Balcony opened 
on Thursday at the Charles Play-
house, the second production of their 
10th anniversary seawn. The play is 
a tough one, ooth to stage ood to 
watch. It demands enormous fr1esse 
from almost every member of its 
large cast - and the company seems 
to contain that kind of talent. 
Genet's play begins in Madam 
Irma's "most decent House 01f Illus-
ion," where the Bi~hop, the Judge 
and the Gene11al, and other funct :Oin-
aries, are eadh provided with a studio 
and all the trappL"lgs and people they 
need for theiT 'roles' as they imagine 
them. Here, surrounded by gilded 
mirors, each man acts out the scene 
that best illustrates the image that 
he has conceived of himseU - and 
Madam Irma's staff help him. 
People as Functions 
A rebel army is aoout to storm the 
city, but nothing deters the clientele 
from keeping their appointments. 
Gerald McGonagill excels as lfrle gas 
man craving a bimopric, with all its 
"or!laments, mitres and lace ... and 
above all, gilded cope." Gwyllum 
Evans is fine, too, as the Judge who 
anxiously tells his girl 'thief', ''you've 
got to be a model thief if I'm to be 
a model judge. If you're a fake truer, 
I'm a fake judge." And Barry Mich· 
Jin gives a convincingly pathetic and 
eral who arranges his own illusory Astronauts may go around the ly never give Mike Nichols any com-
grand military funeral. world via rock-et but only members petition, combine an unpolislhed wit 
Genet sees all three as 'functions,' of our generation would try it via wilh irrepressib1e good humor. This 
who co11rupt the world solely to mag- surfboard. And for this movie, try it almost chatty narration is part of the 
!1i:fy their own images. We hear from they did. Armed witih su!1fboairds and movie's dharm, for £rom it the nar-
Carmen, Madam Irma's favorite girl, a spirit of adventure, two young nren nator emerges as a friend telling you 
of the bank c;Jerk who requests the set out to follow sununer around the about the great sununer he had r:a-
Virgin Mary as a character in hls world in searoh of every surfer's ther tthan of an imperoonal voice 
illusion. In Madam Irma's establish- dream - the perfect wave. filling the liheatre. 
ment, each man is all-powerful in Their search takes them to Afirica, 
A S._ 1· N z ' d d th T h" The summer and thus the film, in· his own "secret theatre." u w a ia, ew earan an e a 1-
t . I 1 d In . ._ th r· d eluded more tha.."l just a single-mind-p ace Slows 1an s an s. 1.., process ey m 
t I th -' t ( ff c ed search for wiaves: it involved Episoc!es in the first act follow each no on Y e petiec wave 0 ape St F · l b t t r ti meeting top surfers ·all over tlhe 
other swiftly, but in the second. the · rancis · u crea e a per ec Y h · r· 1 Th E dJ s world, sunfing down sand-dumes, let-pace slows down for a scene in the c armmg .i m, e n ess ummer, 
""W pla · g t ""- E t Th t ting African natives try their skill at 
rebel camp. The rebels are the anti- .. v ym a ow"" xe er ea re in Boston. mastering the intricacies of surfing. 
functions. Their sloga!l is " fight not However the film does more than 
think," and since " in every revolu- Lying somewhere between a home 
· d f · 1 t 1 merely record these and other de-
ET Brews Inipotent Potion- .. 
tion fuere's always a glorified movie an a pro ess1ona rave ogue, 
the ( ·1 r u th p · d "'- lig'htful scenes. Showing the pair as whore," the rebels have chosen Chan- 1 m •0 ows e all' aroun ... e 
Id d ..1.- d they seardl for the right wave, fam-tal, formerly one of •- ma's g1'rls, "" wor an up, uuwn, over - an 
u w nd I dJ . t f ilfarize themselves With l'leW surfing be theirs. u er. - an en ess vane y o waves. 
Continued from page three 
young and awkward to be a quick-
witted, knowledgeable servant-
rfriend. Theitr lack cf rapport hin-
dered the acting of each. 
The Scoundrel Saves All 
The pace only quickened a t the 
entrance of the unscrupulous Ligu-
rio, played by Michael Nouri. He 
was a Devil-inspired Zorro, the in-
stantaneous anti-hero, who arrang-
ed the whole intrigue. He main-
tained good stage presence, inject-
ing his vitality into the scheme 
with rolling eye and sardonic cac-
kle. But for Paul Donlon, as Fra 
Timoteo, Mr. Nouri would have 
had to carry the entire action of 
the play, though his role iS' meant 
to be that of instiga tor. 
Mr. Donlon was quite enjoyable 
as the young and naughty friar, 
though unconvincing as a true h y-
pocrite of the church, blessing · an 
abortion and reasoning away Luc-
rezia's virtue for bribes. We could 
oot sympathize wilih Lucretia, 
played by Christine Osborne '69. 
She was not Callimaco's paragon 
of virtue, in whom there was "not 
a chink for corruption to creep 
through." She was not haughty but 
pouting. Most regrettably, she was 
instantaneously recognized as sym-
bolizing a Wellesley girl by the 
b Wh th ' h f th t .areas, and consta!ltly work to per-a ud ien_ ce. She suff ered y compari- Chanta.l, played by Mi"cki· Gr·""'t, i·s e er c e wave o e momen 
I ..... b ti Ii g · 1 tJ th feet their sur.fing techniques, the film son with her mother, ~ostrata, p ay- assassinated " by a stray bullet," and e gen Y cur n or v10 en Y un- oflfers a revealing glimpse of the 
ed by Nancy 1-~er:on. 69·. Nancy was the rebellion itse1f is destroyed with dering, whether it submi.ts to the surfer oot as a kid out for kicks but 
the most convmcmg Ital.Jan of them. I its figurehead. Irma now tak- the su1\fer's skill or tosses him through 
I th b h "" ·1 ·' th e f the ca · as an individual serioos
1
"_ in~rested a I - e os_sy, yet ea1thy, mot et. crown of th,,, depo~"'d Queen. The 1 s .oam, e ey o mera is 11r ~ """ th t d all to .... ' __. in surfing as a pursuit requiring skill Her. laugh Will be r emembe1·ed. The functions put on their. trappings again . ere o irecor ' even ... e '"'"'"" and dedication. 
audience knew that she would not _ but this time ,in earnest. The Chief drops of spray splashed on the lens. 
stan? for Lucrezia's protests: Her of Police, played well but not bril- Surf and Skill As New Elngland girds itself for 
son-m-law must have an heir, as liantly by .Louis Zorich heads the And tihere too i~ the voice at the winter and the challenge to mast.er 
the widow, Lauren Simon overdid new a'dminist'l'ation. narrator, th~ !11ov1e's creator, Bruce waves of thought looms large, The 
.her pa rt. Pessimistic World View I B:own, pr?~tding comm~tary on the Endless Summer offers an appealing 
Hammi.sh Acting Now each character is realized in ~np, expa~nmg the e~sentials ~f surl- escape into a realm of sun and sand 
Unfortunately, the mood of the what was formerly merely his own mg tech~1que C:OO Jargon: His ~ where the bigge& challenge looms in 
play was _broken by. the constant private image. Irma herself gloats: j _stta_n_t _q_u_1ps_,_w_h1_le_t_he_y_w_1ll_ce_r_ba_1_n-_th_e_c_ry_ stal _ _ s_u_rl_. - ------
Music Concert 
Feature Form Contrast 
need for lme prompting. The spot- "the rest of the world will be a copy I 
light might better have emphasized of what I'll be." The Police Chief Ch b 
the Machiavellian mood of the play, has his greatest desire fulfilied when am er 
revealing people us ing bad means •a client appears at t'he Hou·se of Il-
in the name of a good end. It is an lusion to request the Chief's role, and 
unsympathetic study of human nat- he sees llhe world glorify ing his 
ure, made humorous. The origina- image. 
To 
lity of the play is in the character Genet conceives of his world as 
development of each. The F i-iar extremely negative. He portrays man 
abandons his scruples for money. perverted by his basest desires and 
-MeS'ser. Nicia accepts cuckoldom sensations, grovelling in the filth and 
because he is told the King of corruptio11 of spurious society for the 
France has done the same. At the false glitter of illusory glory. 
end, Lucrezia is a conniving lover. Only A Function 
And Ligurio is made to take over Each man is no more than hls 
the direction of the action, instead 'tfunction: The rebels sing out: "our 
of free-loading from the edges of job is to embOOy revolution" ; !.'he 
society in the manner of the comic -new admJnistriation joi!ls in with : 
stereotype. "the job of our heroes is to die willi 
U!Ifortunateiy, there changes were a smile." 
obscured by the hammis'h acting at It is an ugly, violent and brutal 
the play. Continued on page five 
Membe1·s of the Chamber Music 
Society will give their first con-
cert at 8 p.m. Sunday in the J ewett 
Auditorium. The program is ex-
citing and unusual, contrasting a 
classical trio and sonata with two 
sonatas represeting neoclassicism. 
The program will open with Mo-
zart's "Trio in C Major, K. 548," 
played by Dorothy Furber '68, vio-
lin ; Susan Harmon '67, cello; and 
Kathleen Winslow '68, piano. 
work Marion Geortzel '67, flute, 
and Margaret Ulmer '69, piano, 
will perform Prokofiev's neoclassi-
cal "Sonata for Flute and Piano". 
The second part of the program 
will open with Paul Hindemith's 
"Sonata for Oboe and Piano", with 
J ean Thomas '69, oboe, and Mary 
Anne Polk '69, piano, performing. 
Musical Clarification 
Hindemith, the 20th century Ger-
' man composer, attempted to clarify 
Neoclassical Works contemporary musical expression, 
dinary listening public, and there-
In contrast to Mozart's classical I making it communicable t-0 the or-
F as t-ta I king your parents :~;~~;~1~~~~;;z; 
well as various 20th century trends 
• th h d I towards ab!tract and esoteric musi-1 S e a r Way cal expression. · The program will conclude with 
Beethoven's "Sonata in D Major 
for Violin and Piano, Op. 12, No. 
to get to Br•ta' •n 1," performed by Emily Sandler , . I I • ~~~:olin, and Susan Follett '67, 
Fact-talk instead. 
Continued from page one 
terest activity of Ibis Democratic OJ>-
pommt, F1rancis X. Bellotti, blew up 
to tremendous dimemsions. Headlines 
in the Traveler and a. surprising edi-
Tell them exactly what your h·ip will cost. Our free book-
lets help you calcu late it. 
One lists prices of organized studen t tours. They start 
around $650. If you want to travel on your own and take 
potluck on meeting people-which may he the most fun 
of all -add things up for yourself. 
Start with a charter flight if your school has one. Or see 
our booklet on group fli ghts, student ships, and the bar-
gain airline. 
Add low costs for getting around Britain. Our booklets 
tell you about 3r-per-mi le buses and the rai l-and-boat 
pass that takes you up to 1,000 miles for $:30. Consider 
hiking too. Wordsworth did . 
\ lultiply the number of your nights in Britain by cost 
of bed and breakfast or a room in a college residence hall. 
If you're hiking or biking, count on about 70¢ for youth 
hostels. At this rate you may be able to stay aJI summer. 
Allow about $1 a meal in London, less in the country. 
The booklets say which restaurants and pubs are popular 
with convivial British students. 
And the booklets mention the fan tastically low cost of 
concerts and plays in Britain . You can sit in "the gods"-
galleries up near Heaven- for 75¢. A lot of outdoor enter-
tainmen t, like concerts and folk-singing, is free. 
Clip the coupon. Adtl everything up. And tell your 
parents.you can spend this summer in Britain for about 
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' torial on election day in the Herald 
fanned the fires of the controversy, 
but Richar~son's backing stuck wiltl 
him, and boosted by the rest of the 
strong slate, he defeated Belli>tti. 
Personality Problem? 
F1ra!lcis Sargent, a Republican, be-
came lieutenant governor, Md the 
voters approved .a referendum to 
elect the governor and lieutenant 
governor jointly. Likewise, tJhey sup-
por~ for the sales tax. 
Ke'Vin White, elected Secretary of 
State as the 1iop Democratic vote-
getter, has commented that the prob-
lem of the Democratic party is not 
one of "principles, but new person-
alities." AlffiQst echoing the same 
feeli!lg, Brooke hypothesized tihat the 
Democratic defeat was due to a large 
extent t:o an over-reliance on ltle 
e!Cect of the Kennedy and an under-
reliance on the individual persqn-
alities. 
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Party Spirit Brightens Night Teddy Swoons Jn 
As Dorms Relive Black-Out r · · · To Conquer? 
by Pal Worsley '68 
"It was November the ninth, a 
faculty night dinner, when all through 
the nunnery, not a light was left burn-
ing, not even the infirmary .... " 
Thus, another page entered itself 
into the annals of Wellesley tradition 
last night as room groups brought 
"black-outs" back in with "anniver-
sary" parties commemorating the 
November 9, 1965 "northeastern 
power fa ilure." 
Never ones to forget, Wellesley stu-
dents spent the evening re-enacting 
scenes from last year's happening. Stu-
dents huddled into small groups on the 
living room floor, dividing according 
to interest music, bridge, or men (in 
that order.) 
Like last year's unplanned "parties" 
(which brought forth men from neigh-
boring schools who hadn't been able 
to find their way in the light) , this 
year's parties centered around folk-
singing (the lusty group kind) and 
comfortable at-home conversation. 
However, absent from this year's 
parties were the vague speculations 
(I'm convinced it's Russian sabotage 
. . .the whole northeast, the power 
center of the U .S., the rush-hour t raf-
fic .... ") ... and the "chance" meet-
ings (Invite one's fr iends girls were 
reminded this year). 
This year's switch to inviting "dates" 
met with mixed reaction. "Darkness 
and unfamiliar ity had its pleasantness; 
a lot was left to imagination," recal-
led a Wellesley junior. 
" It caused undue strain-having to 
squint every time the flame crackled," 
replied one student, still squinti ng. 
"Yeah," another remembered, "flic-
Genet Pkiy ... 
Con1i11ued from page four 
world. "Let there be poems and pie· 
tures," say the functions," but you 
mustn't love lhem - they have to 
stink." Pessimism is everywhere 
manifest, from t'he sinister hooded 
.figures of the first SC£nes to the bare 
ugliness of the stage whiClh forms the 
selling throughout. t'he play. 
For Genet, lives ar-e roles, a!ld roles 
arc fa lse and empty. "Our function is 
to foi·ge, establish and justify meta-
phors," claims the gas man-arch-
bishop. And the self-glory that he 
seeks is no!lhing but "descending into 
the grave with tons of victuals." 
Ge1et never rets up, and the act-
ing keeps pace with him. It is a big 
cast a11d every actor counls. 1Dadl 
mi!lor role plays a major pa1t in its 
own scene. Edward Zang was excel-
lent as .the Queen's envoy, and Jack 
Gianino and Lucy- Martin were skill· 
ful as the Executioner and as Car-
men. Olympia Dukakis played Irma 
with seusitivity, but not quite enough 
power . 
The Balcony is a very demandi'lg 
play, and a challenge to tlle best 
theatre company, but the Obalrles 
P layhouse Company 111Qre than meets 
that mallenge. 
-NsA Assesses . . . 
Continued from page lwo 
fi rst have to examine out attitudes. 
We might begi n with some reflections 
on self-images. We often characterize 
ourselves as inactive respondents, the 
classroom lumps; we recognize that 
we come from backgn>unds which 
tend to nurture gentleness, tact, and 
discretion; some of us see ourselves 
as the once-brilliants who faded ra-
pidly, never to shine again, but we 
plod along anyhow, hoping the whole 
thing will soon be over; many of 
us work with a drive and perseverance 
comparable only to the spirit of the 
Protestant Ethic (and, lo, upon investi-
gation. : .. ); and may of us let the 
four courses we a re taking circum· 
scribe the boundaries of ourselves. 
When will we be able to dissociate 
the cri ticism of ideas from a judge-
ment of personality, and when will we 
find that working out a coherent, 
self-expressive paper is more import-
ant than the professor's approval? 
Are we willing to accept the identity 
of student, and at the same time, to 
experiment with this freedom and re-
sponsibility? 
Up to this point Wellesley students 
have shown little inclination to do so, 
in an audible and collective way. I 
suspect our unwillingness really to 
"become independent and articulate" 
makes the concept of student power 
not only foreign to our thinking, but 
possibly even irrelevant 
by Gail Migdal '67 age averaged about twelve. 
kering firelight can• be defective." The plann ing was intricate, the Although the Senator's attention 
"Well, I liked it better last year," tmung exact. Armed with words, seemed centered upon autographing 
a girl staunchly countered. "It took all smiles, and gestures, the two accom- and tossing footballs, his mind was un-
the odds out of a Carey Cage mixer.!' plished young men entered the heli- doubtedly af work elsewhere. Alter-
"And deposited them here'?" her copter and the day's strategic maneu- ing his speech to suit the level of his 
friend wondered. She reflected, "That's vers began. young audience, his thought emerged 
the one difference I did notice this First Fall River, Norton, North simple and clear minutes later. 
year-talent was local, not just vocal." Eastern, on to Foxboro, Walpole, and Playing A long 
What was. the overall opinion? Porn- Medfield. Then, on guard, into the Lest the syntax appear too complex, 
eroy vice-president Prue Richardson cold hea rt of the enemy territory, he punctuated the beginning and end 
'67 thougt Pomerities responded Republican Wellesley, Massachusetts. of each sentence with "my friends." 
more calmly last year. "We didn't Two Titans Talk Lest the subject matter seem too ab-
know it was a black-out. Porn had On November 5, 1966, at 5 p.m. struse, he spoke to the little ones 
experienced so many short circuits, (exactly one half-hour late) , the two about how the Congress must work to 
we just gathered in the ha lls as usual." gallant and dashing young men, Sen- maintain recreational facilities and 
Least affected Pomerite ·Gail Mig- ator Edward M. Kennedy of Massa- open spaces for play in a growing 
da l '67 even continued showering, chusetts, and Patrick H. Ha rrington, suburbia. I 
then nonchalantly cleaned her room Democratic candidate for the U.S. The candidate for Congress, Mr. 
after the demise of the emergency Congress from tne tenth district of the Harrington, not one to be left out of 
lights. H ow did she do it? same state, sprang full-blown from the limelight (by then it was 5:30 
"Oh yeah, ob well," with a typical the cockpit and into a surging, swel- standard time and quite dark), as-
Migdal shrug, "those things I can ling crowd of several hundred scream- serted his individuality repeatedly, by 
tor's proposals. 
Sen. Kennedy, revealing his in-
herited-er, inherent-vigor, began by 
stating Lhat he "came here restlessly, 
. . .knowing that a great deal still 
must be done." The crowd left, fully 
agreeing. 
The second exhibit of the year 
will open at Room f this Friday 
night. Herb Jackson (of "Herb and 
I" inter aliaJ will present an artis-
tic and musical one-man show. 
The artist will present a program 
of folksongs from 8 to 11, and 
there will be ample opportunity to 
talk with him about his work. 
There will also be several "ex· 
tra added attractions" to comple-
ment his musical program. So, 
after " Dracula," come see Room 
f's own exciting mystery show! 
manage in the dark." ing, shoving, mesmerized fans, whose' nodding wisely at each of the Sena- I ~~~~--~~~~~~~~-.,..,,,~~ ==-=:.....:.::......::::.:..::~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
Wrap up a John Meyer holiday nicety for yourself and the nicest 
people you know. Masterfully tailored ... in mountain-flower colorings that pay pretty compliments 
to each other. Demure Mary Jane ruffled dress in double tattersall hopsack $30. Shetland kilt $20. 
Shetland sweater hand-embroidered with field flowers $18. Scottish highland jacket $35. Man-tailored 
Calashiels plaid trousers $18. Ribbed turtleneck sweater $15. Dome hat $9; shetland-leather 
shoulder bag $15. In John Meyers own colors: roseberry, bluebird, sea foam, wild honey, dandelion. 
' 
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Chinese Enlivens Table Talk Rights Group Changes Focus. • • 
by Tracy Thompson '68 
Students of French, German or 
Spanish at Wellesley may live to-
gether and speak together in their 
chosen language, both in the re-
sidential corridors and at the din-
ner tables founded for that pur-
pose. There is no such thing as a 
Chinese residential corridor at Wel-
lesley. But there is a Chinese 
luncheon table. 
Lunch With a Chinese Accent 
The Chinese luncheon association, 
founded last yea!', continues this 
year to offer lunch with a Chinese 
accent to interested s tudents. Both 
students of Chinese and Chinese-
speaking students (as well as 
faculty) may meet together weekly 
in the Stone dining room to con-
verse in Chinese (Mandarin style) 
Continued from page one 
Negroes planned it. Once initiated, 
whites can help to provide the funds. 
Black Power is difficult for whites to 
accept, Linda said, because "Lhey 
don't want to be given orders by 
anyone." 
To Fight Backlash 
"If we were a really good civil 
rights group," she added, "we would 
be working in Boston with the Itali-
ans and the Irish." While the Negroes 
are working to develop their commun-
ity, whites should help by fighling 
white backlash. "Essentially our job 
is something parallel to Black Power" 
she said. 
- over their tea and salads. Mr. Paul Cohen, Mr. Lun, and students enjoy lunc:htime c:onversation in Chinese. 
"Many people," Linda continued, 
"can't conceive of a great many 
things going on toward the same goal 
when the expressed goals and means 
are not the same. Carmichael can 
alienate the whites because there are 
other, more moderate groups. You 
need to know what the Progressive 
Labor people and the DuBois clubs 
are doing and thinking. By the time 
you get everything relocated and 
reoriented, they won't want a revolu-
tion." 
Several students conceived the photo by Jennie Cook '69 
idea of having a Chinese table at 
Wellesley last year. They began to This year, with the introduction I fluent Chinese (not only Mrs. Lin 
lunch together once a week at Sev- of Chinese language instruction to and Mr. Cohen, but several stu-
erance, partaking of Wellesley's Wellesley, the number of potential dents as well), the beginning stu-
luncheon delights and talking in members of the association has dent of Chinese may now supple-
Chi!lese. Among the student parti- risen. While the average attendance ment her classroom and language 
cipants in this venture were: Diane at the table last year was either lab experience with the congenial 
Lum-king '67, Polly Gambrill •67, five or six people, ten people luncheon experience. The puns and 
Vicki Sun '68 and Katy Liu '69. In squeezed around the table at Stone jokes passed in rapid-fire succes-
addition, Mr. Chi-hua Wang, as- last week. With twenty . students sion across the table ·may be ap-
sociate professor of Chemistry and now taking Chinese and several preciated, if• not completely under-
Mr. Paul A. Cohen, associate pro- more speaking it c~nditions may stood, by tihe initiate to Chinese 
ressor of history, periodically at- become yet more' crowded. as a welcome relief from her more 
tended. As many at the table speak mundane and repetitious drilling. 






And, for good reasons . _ . like smart styling 
to enhance the center diamond ... guaranteed 
perfect (or replacement assured) .. . a brilliant 
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The 
name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-
isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at 
your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find. him in the 
yellow pages under "Jewelers." 
~psa.kee 
OIA'40MO lllMOI 
PRICU FlltOM SIOO. TO 11000. lltlNCS lNLAlllGCD TO SHOW IUUtf O' DlTAI L. 
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: Please send new 20-poge booklet, "How To Pion Your Engagement 
: and Wedding" and new 12-poge full color folder, both for only 25c. 
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two handy phrases, dung and bu-
dung (I understand, don't under-
stand), she, too, may partiripate 
in the conversation. 
Mrs. McLaughlin Comments 
Commenting on the relevance of 
the New York Times article to civil 
rights activities at Wellesley, Mrs. 
Madeiine McLaughlin of the History 
Department, long associated with the 
group, agreed that "the situation is 
more complex now." But she felt 
that "students here who have been 
really involved are delighted by the 
Black Power movement. They feel it 
is an inevitable step." 
"I welcome the fact that dissatisfied 
young people are being forced by the 
The Reader Writes 
. Continue~ t;om_ page tw? I Courts for volleyball, badminton, 
mg Nei:s to fill m time, lookmg for battleboard tennis, and squash are 
something to spark your interest? available for use whenever no classes 
Maybe you've even felt a vague urge or special events are scheduled. The 
to get out and get a little exercise, courts are always free from 4 on and 
b.ut it's getting too cold for a bike sometimes earlier. Rackets, balls, and 
nd~ or a walk so you just sit. Don't shuttlecocks may be borrowed from 
hesitate to rec_ret1te! Why not collect the matron. A court may be reserved 
a couple of friends or a date and go ahead of time by calling the matron 
to the. Recreation Building fcj- a (ext. #427). 
refreshm~ ~han.ge of pace? Ping pong and shuffleboard may be 
The building 1s open every day from enjoyed at any time in the basement 
8 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. except on Mon- of the building. Also available at 
days and Thursdays when it closes any time are rooms of all sizes for 
at 10:45 p.m., and Sundays when it entertaining guests. One has a record 
. d~n't open until 2: 15 p.m. When player in it, another a kitchen ne.xt 
it 1s oi;ie~. are you aware of the myriad door, all fo r your use. These rooms 
of actlVllles open to you, your friends, may be reserved in advance by calling 
your dates, and/or your families? Mrs. Clara Anderson (ext.#420). 
... ~~*~!;:;:~;~~~=::::rn:::~:::~~~:::;:~~==:~s;;:::;::::::~~~:::::~; :~:~:;:~;~:~:::*:$:~:~:::::::~~::~:::;:;:;::: :;:::~::~~::::::;~;: . 
0P£N WEDNESDAY NITE TIL 9 
Hanclcrofted in ''\ 
Florence, /to ly 
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298 Wash~ngton St., Wellesley Hills 
(One Block from Route 9} 
Open Mon -Sat. 9:30-6; Wed. 'til 9-23-5-4347 
:i::;:;~~;:;;;:;~::~:::~:;~:::;:;~;; ~~~:;:::~:~::~i::~:;:;:;~;::::~:~:~::~:~~=~~~~~::{;:::$;~;:;:~;:;::x:1:;~:::t~:~~:m::~:~~r-=· · 
Black Power movement to see civil 
rights as part of the total picture of 
the problems of society," said Mrs. 
McLaughlin. She feels that the shift 
of interest to the Vietnam War was 
not necessarily total. 
"The relation between civil rights 
and Vietnam is not far out, but is 
fundamental to the economic pro-
blem," she said. This can be sup-
ported by the fact the 20 percent of 
the casualties in the war are Negroes, 
as well es by the opposite argument 
that 70 to 80 percent of Lhe Negroes 
in the South cannot pass tests for 
induction into Lhe military. 
The unrest in the university and 
nation is really a very deep one con-
cernng values and life style, "Mrs. 
McLaughlin believes. She is glad tihe 
"clear-cut place to protest has been 
taken away, so that there will have 
to be more thought about the total 
complex problem." 
CORRECTION 
The following information should 
have been included in last week's 
review -Of Alfred Eisenstaiedt's 
volume of photography: 
Witness to Our Time, by Allred 
Elsenstaedt, Viking Press, $16.50. 
The swimming pool is, of course, 
the best known attraction. It is open 
for recreational swimming Monday 
through Friday from 4: 15 p.m. to 
5:30 p.m. At this time it is open to 
the college community only. Guests, 
families, and alumnae are welcome to 
open swims on Tuesday and Firday 
nights from 8 to 9:30, and Saturday 
afternoons from 2 to 4. Sunday 
afternoon from 2:30 to 3 :45 is for 
family swim and from 3 :45 to 5 the 
pool is open to everyone else and 
their guests. 
Interested i!I basketball? Fencing? 
Gymnastics? Mary Hemenway slays 
open Monday through Friday until 
5: 30. Equipment is available as long 
as no classes are scheduled. 
But what of outdoor activities? Did 
you know that Wellesley has 18 ten-
nis courts, 9 canoes, 21h sailboats, 
softball and volley ball equipment, all 
available for recreational use? Sail-
ing and canoeing are closed until 
spring, but then the boats may be 
rented any weekday afternoon after 
classes are over (genera Uy 2: 30) un-
til 5. The nets on the tennis courts 
will stay up until Thanksgiving . 
Don't forget that half the enjoy-
ment of exercise is doing it with some-
one else. All activities are open to 
guests with the exception of sailing 
and swimming on weekday afternoons. 
Further, a little competition always 
adds spice, so gef up a challenge 
match. To start things off Cazenove 
here-by challenges any other dorm or 
faClllty group to volleyball, prefer-
ably after Christmas vacation, but if 
you're really eager to be beaten we'll 
take you on now. Also Mrs. Evelyn 
Howard is organizing a faculty bad-
minton group to play on Thursday 
afternoons, 3 to 4:30 p.m. 
Finnally, if you have any requests, 
s.uggestions, or questions, don't hesi-
tate to tell your dorm rep or call 
Madge Evans in Caz or Kay Evans 
in Bates. A.A. aims to provide you 
with the recreational opportunities 
you want. All you have to do is to 
make your wishes known. 
Sincerely, 
Madge Evans '67 
Who's in Charge? 
To the editor: 
"The important thing to learn in 
dealing with the administration and 
faculty is how to pronounce the word 
" Berkeley." This tactical suggeslion, 
from a senior at Antioch, represents 
one of the approaches discussed at an 
NSA Regional Conference at Brown 
this weekend, the topic of which was 
"Student Power: the extent to which 
students should participate in aca-
demic policy-formation." We feel that 
invoking 'Berkeley' is not a particu-
larly relevant way to arouse interest 
at Wellesley in the issue of increased 
student participation in policy-form-
ation; not only because such radical 
activity seems unlikely here, but be-
cause we have meaningful coopera-
tion between administration, faculty 
and students, as demonstrated by Sen-
ate's rewriting of the Grey Book and 
by its actions on the transportation 
Continued on page eight 
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Six Sisters 
Presidents Evaluate Society System 
Continued from page one However, she would like to see the I the other societies or rejoin your ! Other society activities include pers, rental of table and chairs for 
Committee meeting. The applicant's word girl changed to person. She own. Leigh noted that "usually if tree day luncheons. Sunday night dinners, flowers, and, for Shake-
choice is given first consideration, pointed out that when a member is somebody drops out, it's because suppers, faculty suppers and teas, speare, its theatrical expenses. 
and only when applicants' prefer- jn a society she never knows when she doesn't want to be in a society mixers, exchange nights, and alum-
ences conflict are the societies' pre- another member will drop in and at all" and not because she would nae reunion breakfasts. Among the 1 Wh t' I N ? 
ferences considered. The societies' so, even if she were alone with her prefer to be in a nother society. I traditional functions of the societies a s n a ame. 
opinions determine which prospec- , boyfriend, there would be no op- College Property at"e performances of " living por- by A1111e Martin '68 
tive members will be shifted to a portunity to be "doing something The society houses are college traits" (TZE), Shakespeare's plays, Something new in medicine? A 
second 01· lower choice. The presi- you are not supposed to do." property and may be repossessed by and modern poetry readings (Phi peculiar begonia? A physics depart-
dent of TZE's explanation for why Nancy Hughes, on the other hand, the trustees at a ny t ime. According Sig) . ment plot? Just what 'is this st range 
a ll applicants cannot be placed in felt that the rule was not a great to a mimeographed sheet clarifying When asked about expanding entity which has recently made its 
their first choice is because the inconvenience. She felt it was bet- the relationship of the societies to these traditional activities Leigh appearance on campus, the Physical 
number of members in the socie- ter to keep the rule and avoid any the college which was written last commented "It seems silly just to Plant? 
t,ies must be kept equal. possible rumors. spring by Miss Clapp, Mrs. Tenney, do it for the sake of doing it." Devious as it may sound, the Phy-
Every applicant must be accepted Two-Way Rule and Mrs. Ann Baybutt. '44, then a Susan agreed with Leigh that few sical Plant is simply familiar old 
by one society, and all must join At present, the Intersociety dil'ector of the Alumnae Associa- members :ll'e 1·eally interested and Buildings and Grounds, alias college 
that society for at Jeast one term. Council requires that all new mem- tion: "It i~ to be expected that so- went on to explain that "societies maintenance, rechristened with an im-
Prue Richardson prefers the pre- ber applicants must agree to join cieties will be allowed to occupy were founded as literary societies pressive new title. 
sent method of membership selec- whatever society accepts them, in the houses as Jong as they are at a time when gil'ls could not Fine. But why did they change the 
tion to its more colorful predeces- exchange for the insurance t.hat one maintained with due regard to really get. off campus .... Member- name? Buildings and Grounds had 
so1". The ealier method of selection society must accept them. In reply safety and as long as the use which ship is no longer based on that." a comfortable, homey ring. More-
dicl not require every applicant to to the proposal made by a few stu- the societies make of the build- Homey over, it was descriptive, conjuring up 
be accepted by a society. On a dents which would allow an appli- ings is not inimical to the purposes Courtney pointed out "a society images of blue pick-up trucks and 
· specified night, a flower \Vas left cant to exempt herself from this and standa rds of the college .... " ii< a place to go to get away from hearty old men raking leaves and 
outside the door of every appli- two-way "democratic" rule Court- The president of ZA accounted the dorm to study and cook." Sara shoveling snow. 
cant who had been accepted. ney G1·aham said, "Such an exemp- for the rumor tha t the administra- Gelatt 'G7, prescient of AKX, noted But Physical Plant'! The name is 
Term II Too? tion just seems to wreck the whole lion has been think ing abo't1t clos- I the ad\'antage of quiet and privacy almost frightening. Its _pseudoalliter-
This fall's new members have system ." ing the societies. She stated that fo1· entertaining guests. Mary ation is disconcerting. The word 
been admitted to societies. Despite Susan Wunsch, the president of about five years ago the societies Bl'own stated that a society was a 'plant' is explosive, vaguely reminis-
ra.ined-out. tea p~rties which con- ZA, voiced her expectation that if I lacked n~oney for m~i~tena~ce and place to make frie~ds outside the cent ?f ~pies and nitro-glycerin. And 
fltcted with Junior Show rehear- there were such an exemption, at that time the admm1strat1on had dorm. and Prue Richardson added 'physical! Such a word makes one 
sals, there was a large turnout. In practically everyone would make thought of discontinuing them. that it gives you an opportunity want to button one's coat even tight-
interviews and El Table meetings, use of it. She added that one pur- However, the alumnae rallied and to know them in a casual way. er when one walks by that innocuous 
society presidents expressed their pose of the rule is to keep an equal created endowment funds for long Leigh summed up the advantages building across the road from Jewett. 
opinions about opening societies in number of members in each society range upkeep of the houses. Susan uf a srn:iety hy saying, "'It's just sort And all those kindly maintenance 
Term IT for new members as has house. However, Courtney djd not also pointed out that societies want of a home away from home." men-are they now, heaven forbid, 
been done occasionally in the past. foresee that the distribut ion of 1 to build up the endowment funds. With the home comes housekeep- Physical Planters? Such an idea is 
"I think we have enough mem- members would be any problem be- She noted that the largest donors ing. New members of the society staggering! Will it ever again be safe 
hers now," said Susan Wunsch '67, cause "more people would probably are their most elderly alumnae be- must clean refrigerators, wax for a Wellesley girl to j.ump with 
president of ZA. She explained apply with an exemption and so a cause the societies used to be a floors, wash garbage cans, dust, youthful abandon into a pile of leaves, 
that having a second membership larger number of people could be much more impoi·tant part of the cook, and clean up fo1· Sunday sup- or will she be reprimanded by a 
drive usually is done only when admitted to each society." students' life than they have been pers, and shop. The wo1·k takes 15 Planter planted behind a nearby tree? 
societies need more members. How- Anti-Differentiation since about 1935. to 30 minutes every week. In most We can see them now, dozens of 
ever, Leigh Hallingby '67, presi- Leigh Hallingby felt "changing Endowment societies, seniors have weekend beady-eyed Planters cruising about in 
dent of Phi Sig said, "I think if the rule like that would encourage The use of the endowment funds work, an occasional tea , and spring converted swowplows looking for 
people want to join they should be, the attitude that some societies are is controlled by the alumnae rather hou!;e cleaning. Failure to do work faculty cars to bury; scuttling back 
allowed to · · · we could affort about better than others." Leigh admitted than by the undergraduate mem- results in a fine. lo headquarters to report a job well 
five more members." She poin~ed that Shakespeare was considered by bers. Leigh commented, "the alums In addition to work fines, mem- done. And that oily black smoke bel-
out that ~ore members would m- most people as different from the don't check with us about how they bers pay dues (maximum $30), ini- ching frorlf"the chimney of. the P_hy-
crease society revenues, and that other societies. But she pointed out spend their money." tia~ion fee (maximum $12), a lum- sical Plant on frosty morrungs--1ust 
teas need not be as trou~lesome that few gil'ls drop out of a society She explained that the under- nae donations before graduation what are they burning? 
or elaborate as they were m term I once they jo.in, and t_hat "you can graduate members of Phi Sig were (maxir_num $10.), and fin~s for not Gone is the ~ui.ldings and <?rounds 
I. , . always use it (a society) to your not consulted about the redec01-a- attending required meetings. of yesteryear; m. its place shme~ the 
She s~gges~ed that those JUruors advantage if you want to." tion of the living room during the This money pays the expenses of brave new Physical Plant. Wellesley 
and seruors mterested cou~d send The president of ZA explained summer. "They didn't even tell us running a society such as. telephone girl, be not afraid! Not. yet'. at any 
cards to the ~entral committee to that being a member of a society that they were doing it,'' but she and other utilities, staples, Physical rnte; you might be lookmg mto the 
help them estunate the ~umber of is "almost like being a member of was quick to add that the surprise Plant services, teas, Sunday sup- teeth of Progress! 
upl_lerclassmen who ar~ i.nterested. a society, plural," because members had been a pleasant one for her. 
This . would allow societies to ~e can enter any other society house Also the alumnae open and close 
certam before they opened their at will. However, she did not men- the societies in the spring and fall. 
doors; to help members so that l~ey tion the fact that societies are lock- , Alumnae are often invited to spe-
woul_d not he as swamp.ed WJth ed and each member has a key for cial meetings and dinners. One such 
applicants as they were this fall. only her own society. special meeting is Shakespeare's 
Underclassmen . She added that once you become "tradition" night. "Although the 
. When asked .about operung so- a member of one society you can response varies, the alumnae (who 
c1ety membe~sh~p to fre~hm~n a~d never switch your membership to do come to these functions) always 
sophomores, ~ISFh ~ephed . Youd another society. You can not drop I seem interested," reported Nancy 
need more soc1et1es if you did that out of your society and reapply to Hughes. 
because you would be overcrow- ---- -----------
ded." Courtney Graham '67, Cen-
tral Committee chairman, pointed 
out that drastically increasing the 
number of members in each so-
ciety would make the organization 
more cumbersome and that less 
solidarity would develop amoong 
members. 
However, the society presidents 
felt that freshman and sophomores 
should be allowed to visit societies 
as guests. (At present, freshman 
and first term sophomores are pro-
hibited by senate regulation from 
entering society houses, except in 
special circumstances. See page 88 
of the Grey Book.) 
"Rush" Prevention 
Mary Brown, treasurer of Shake-
speare, along with the presidents 
of Shakespeare and TZE, extra-
polated that the original reason 
for the rule was to prevent the 
"rush" atmosphere found in soror-
ities and to prevent freshmen and 
sophomores from getting an "in" 
with a society. 
The only justification for keep-
ing this regulation which Courtney 
could think of was "so that a so-
ciety can become acquainted with 
its own members." The only ra-
tionale that the president of ZA 
could think of was because more 
visitors would mean that more of 
the free staples (peanut butter, 
jelly, bread, coffee, etc.) would be 
consumed and that this would be 
an added cost for the member. 
10:45 p.m. 
The president of Phi Sig sug-
gested that another rule concern-
ing visitors be changed, the one 
which requires two girls to be in 
any society occupied after 10:45 
p.m. "I can see not allowing one 
person alone in a society (after 
10:45 p.m.) for safety reasons." 
SA VE MONEY, TIME, & TROUBLE 
AT 
THANKSGIVING 
RENT A CAR 
from 
Corcoran Motors 
Tuesday thru Sunday - $25 & 9c mile 
Wednesday thru Sunday - $20 & 9c mile 
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOWt 
Call Betsy Pulaski, 235-8188 
or Corcoran Motors, 235-6800 
v 
they can't put you up this Thanksgiving 
at Maxwell's Plum or Friday's in the new 
East-Sixties scene, or at Arthur or 
The Rollin~ Stone .. . but there's a place 
down the street that can! 
THE WALDORF-ASTORIA 
Park Avenue between 49th and 50th Streets. 
For Thanksgiving Weekend, the place to be is 
the East Side, from 48th to 63rd Streets, 
and all the disco-stops in between. So why spend 
half your vacation shuttling back and forth 
across town? New York's best hotel 
just happens to be right next door to practically 
anywhere you want to see or be seen. And the 
student rates are really something 
SPECIAL 
$9.00 per person, 2 in a room 
$12.00 per person, 1 in a room 
$23.00 for 3 persons in a room 
301 Patk Avenue, New York, New York, (212) EL S-3000. 
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Murphy To Analyze '"Psalms' 
Its Liturgy, Literature, Myth 
"We are going a little ecumenical," 
say& Kenneth Kunlz, assistant pro· 
lessor of Biblical hist-0ry in describ-
ing next week's Old Testament lec-
ture will be delivered by a Roman 
Catbolic .The Rev. Roland E. 
Murphy, 0. Carm., will spea,k on 
"The Psalms: Their Liturgy, Liter-
ature, and Myth" on Moo., Nov. 14, 
at 7: 45 in Pendleton. 
been t:he later period o"f the Old 
Testament, including psalms, pro-
verbs, and wisdom literature. Having 
done his post-graduate work in theo· 
logy and Semitic languages at the 
Catholic University, he is familiar 
with the Arabic a'ld Hebrew origms 
of Old Testament writings. 
Father Murphy, described as a 
personable speaker and a thorough 
scholar by Mr. Kuntz, is profe_c:isar 
aI Old Testament at Cal!holic Univer-
sity in Washington, D.C., and i1S' 
editor of the Catholic Biblical Quar-
terly. Appointed visiting professor at 
the Yale Div.inity School ,he became 
the lirst priest to jo1n that faculty. 
Author and Linguist 
Father Murphy's special field has 
Aside from many articles in maga-
zines, Father Murphy is the author 
of l!he books The Dead Sea Serous 
and the Bible < 1956> and Seven Books 
of Wisdom 11960>. 
A first connection with Wellesley 
occurred wnen he met Miss Lucetta 
Mowry, Professor of Biblical History, 
at tte American School of Oriental 
Research in Jerusalem in 1950-1, 
where he was inrolved L'1 archael>-
logioal digs. This will be Father 
Murphy's first lecture here. TM a ..... Roland E. Murphy, 0 . Cerm. 
Clennon photo 
The Reader Writes More 
Continued from page six 
problem. 
Although the Berkeley approach 
didn't strike home, what did strike 
home was a panelist's statement that 
students form the majority of any 
college community, and l).S members 
of that community, they deserve to be 
adequately represented. This observa-
tion, coupled with the actuality of 
Senate's kind of cooperation, has 
caused us to question the extent to 
which such cooperation can be utiliz-
ed. Should changing one o'clocks or 
the transportation set-up be the ex-
tent of student participation and stu-
dent concern? Or should students be 
concerned participants in academic 
issues which effect us most, such as 
curriculum changes, faculty tenure, 
and the honors program? 
thinking and of taking final respon-
sibility." In the second place, colleges the speech or concert is disappoint-
in which students sit on policy-making ing, the time will not have been en-
boards elect these students by a col- tirely "wasted." It is, however, not 
lege-wide vote, the procedural details only supremely annoying to others 
of which could provide possible in the audience, but also abominably 
guide lines for Wellesley. rude to the guest on the stage-not 
So that the issue raised here will merely the fact that needles drop at 
not evaporate, but can indeed be strategic points during the course of 
thoughtfully considered, there will be the evening, but that students bring 
a meeting in the Pope Room devoted knitting at all. Whether or not the 
both to a specific report of the views knitters think they can concentrate 
on student power expressed at the on the speech or performance, from 
NSA conference, and to a discussion the platform point of view it appears 
and definition of what these views that they arc not doing so. I believe 
arc al Wellesley. So that there may be th;it it was e.e. cummings who, on 
a va riety of viewpoints expressed in being asked several years ago to speak 
our discus.,ion, students of any per- at Wellesley for the second time, re-
suasion, as well as faculty and admini - torted , "Not if those damn girls knit." 
s~ration. arc encouraged to attend. The Knitters lake note. 
11111c and dates are Wed., Nov. 16 , . Sincerely, 
4:15 P.M. The NSA Confcrcn~e won- 1 Priscilla Costello '67 
dcred about the extent lo which stu-
dent~ should participate in ac.1demic c· il R l 
policy-formation. We _wonder also IV ep Y 
about the extent to which Wellesley I h ed. 
· · · · To t c 1tor: student~. arc ~1llmg to part1c1patc. We would like to thank Mr. Lewis 
mccrc y, Kay Lehman •68 
1 for his ~orrect ions t.o that part of ou~ 
Jane Oliver '68 article, ·Students V1e.w Bl~ck Power, 
Elaine Stein '68 News Oct. 13th, dealing ~Ith the New I School. We would also hke to com-
• k N mend the Chapel Sophs, the "number Knitters ta e ot~ of students from the college" whom 
Mr. Lewis hopes will help. They have 
To the editor: in actuality been working for over a 
One can be sure, when one goes month to solicit the help of local 
off to a campus lecture or concert, churches in support of the New 
that at some crucial time during the School. 
speech or the music, usually al a . Demie Kurtz '68, Co-chairman, 
crucial point or a ~ushcd pau~e. there Civil Rights Group 
will be a rcsoundmg, metallic clank Stephanie Judson '68, Secretary 
that distracts both listener and per- Civil Rights Group 
former. The Hon. Edwin 0 . Reis· 
chaucr was startled in this way, as 
was the audience in the chapel at ; 
choir Fall Vespers. The urge to k.nit \ 
during these events seems to spring 
from the subconscious fear that if 
GET DISCOUNT CA'R.D 
S.E.C. is the student forum for ac-
ademic concerns. At the ;noment it is 
investigating issues of vil,l!.l importance 
to students: the advantages of a 
establishing a pass-fail system of 
grades, self-scheduled exams, an ef-
fective course·evaulation system, the 
possibility of using Welesley's facili-
ties during the summer, as well as 
less innovationary but important is-
sues such as library hours, honors 
program and third term courses. Yet 
although S.E.C. researches these areas 
and eventually recommends some 
course of action, students have Jillie 
to do with the ultimate course of 
action, because final decisions are 
made by administration and faculty 
policy-making committees, such as the 
Curriculum Committee and the Ad-
ministrative Board. If we are to take 
seriously the principle on which Sen-
ate rests, viz., that students are ma-
ture enough to legislate with faculty 
and administration on college affairs, 
then we should consider seriously the 
possibility of students sitting on the 
academic policy-making boards. If 
academic policy doen't concern stu- L;:=====-_:=-==-_:=--==~ 
on Patent Medicines • Vitamins • 
Cosmetics - Toiletries • Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washington Street dents, whom does it concern? 
Is our suggestion presumptuous or 
impractical? We thin!\. not. In the 
first place, we'd like to think it's 
about time for students to act on 
something Miss Congleton touched on 
in her article last week; that is, it's 
time for students to accept "the dis-
comforts of relying on one's own 
Gourmet Meals for 2 
Now 
35 Dilierent Varieties 
Available at the 
WELLESLEY 
GOURMET 
27 Grove Street 
Open Friday Nights 
SKI INSTRUCTORS 
Weekend positions available for 
skiers to instruct h igh school 
boys and girls. Prior instruction 
t.'xperienee not required. Good 




Write or Call: 
P.O. Box 1149, Pittsfield, Mass. 
u'h:mon Springs (N.Y.) 7-1255 
Passport Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Custom Photo Frames 
IUIERTS 
83 Central 8md 
I.LESLEY .SHOE REP 
~ eHOlt "ltf"AllUNO 
87 CllN'rl'AL eTitlllrT 
~........ oatat 
a-o91TW l'ILSNSe IN THS ... -
Call CE S-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Chnrgo Accounts & Fre<• Check Cashin!( 
Wellesley Texaco 
Pick Up Available at 
College Gat es 
Reserve Early 
NO LOWER RATES IN MASS. 
WELLESLEY. Wnshini,"lon Str<'<'I - WEL-
LESLEY HILLS - WESTON ROAD -
WELLESLF;Y J..OWER FALLS . , MILLIS -
DOVER ~·FRANKLIN (East) - SHARON 




The Stockholm Marionette Thea-
tre of Fanta.;y presents The Three 
Penny Opera Nov. 8-12, 8:30 p.m. 
at John Hancock Hall. Tickets are 
$3.75, $3, $2.50. The troupe, on lour 
of the United States, uses both live 
actors and puppets in performances. 
Holly Golightly based on the mo-
vie JJreakfast at Tiffany's, is fea-
tured at the Shubert on a pre--
Broadway engagement until Nov. 
24. Most performances are sold out, 
though some cancelled reservations 
may be available. 
Marat/ Sade continues through 
Nov. 12 at the Hotel Touraine; it is 
presented by the Boston Theatre 
Company. 
The Victors opens at the hoeb 
Drama Center on Nov. 17. One of 
Sart:re's strongest scripts, it con-
tras ts members of the French Re-
sistance and their German execu-
tioners. 
The Lincoln Players p resent The 
Queen and the Rebels by Ugo Betti 
a contemporary Italian playwright, 
on Nov. 11-12, at the Lincoln Town 
Hall. Admission is $2. 
MOVIES 
A Garbo festival opens at the 
Harvard Square Theatre. Nov. 9-
10 Ninotchka and Go West; Nov. 
11-12 Anna Karenina and The Big 
Store; Nov. 13-15 Anna Christy 
and At the Circus. 
Khartoum, starring Laurence Oli-
vier and Charlton Heston, opens at 
the Community Playhouse on Nov. 
9. Other films: The E ndless Sum-
mer a t the Exeter; The Blue Max 
and The Russians are Coming at 
Cinema I & II. 
MUSIC 
The Deller Consort will perform 
vocal consort music of the Renais-
sance and Baroque eras on Sat. 
Nov. 19 at 8:30 p.m. in Jordan Hall. 
Tickets are $4, $3, and $2. 
Miklos Schwalb will give an all-
Chopin piano recital at J 01·dan Hall 
on Weds. Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. 
The Gardner will present a Baro-
Christmas in California 
Spend your vacation in California this 
year. Board a Non-Stop .Jet. 2 Bags 
Free Plus Carton. Return any time. Save 
$80.00 over reg. airfare. ( 280.40 plus 
tax ) NOW -- Reservations a.re limited 
so reserve your seat now. min. stay 10 
dnys. 
PARKER TRAVEL AGENCY 
(opp. B.U.) 566-4087 
Mark Stevens 
FAMOUS NAME SHOES 
Feminine Footwear - Fashions 
Attractively Low Priced 
Wellesley Sq. CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
South Shore National Bank 
Open Friday night 'til 9 P.M. 
First time nt popul:u 
Prices! No reserved scats 
"THE BLUE MAX" 
Gcorgo Peppnrd 
U rs11lo Andress 
I :30-4:20 
7 :10-9:55 
que Ensemble on Nov. 12 and Flore 
Wend, soprano, on Nov. 13. 
ART 
The Museum of Fine Arts has 
continuing exhibitions of engraved 
portraits of the 17th and 18th Cen-
tury France and the Nether lands, 
recent acquisitions of 20th century 
art, modern prints, and Shakespeare 
illustrated. Opening Nov. 9 is an 
exhibition of Polaroid Color Photo-
graphy by Marie Cosindas. A lec-
ture on "Post-Impressionism: 
Threshold of Modern Art will be 
given at 11 a .m. Sat. Nov. 12, and 
a lecture "Painting of the 20th Cen-
tury" will be held at 4 p.m. Sun. 
Oct. 13. Admission is $.50, or by 
membership. 
Institute of Contemporary Art 
features new selections in their Alt 
Rep.tat Gallery. Admission is $.25 
or by membership. 
The Gropper Art Gallery, 1768 
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge ex-
hibits a collection of William Hog-
arth engravings until Nov. 12. 
The DeCordova Museum of Lin-
ocln, Mass. presents a survey of 
contemporary Latin American art, 
on display until Dec. 4. Admission 
free. 
LECTURES 
James Meredith, renowned civil 
rights leader, will speak on "Racial 
Peace in America" on Nov. 13 at 8 
p.m. at Jordan Hall. Admission is 
free, though contributions are so-
licited. 
"A Pacifist View of the Clash of 
Color" will be the .topic of Mulford 
Q. Sibley, Prof. of Political Science, 
University of Minnesota at the Am-
erican Civilization Center, Bran-
deis University at 8 :15 p.m. on 
Tues. Nov. 15. Admission is $1.50. 




24 ~lour Service 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hills CEdar 5-0047 
Evenings at 7 :45 
Sunday Continuous Beginning 
at 4:30 
Now Showing! Ends TUes., Nov. 15 
Matinees Fri., Nov. 11, and 
Sat. at 2 
CHARLTON HESTON & 
LAURENCE OLIVIER 
in "KHARTOUM" 
7 Days Beginning Wed., Nov. 16• 
Sean Connery as James Bond in 
''GOLDFINGER" 
and "DR. NO" 
A great fun picture 
"TllE RUSSIANS 
ARE COMING" 




c::::>o~K:>O~~~)<::><))<::><)~~~~~ ~ GENEY A, SWITZERAND CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND 
Academic Year in Europe 
P.O. BOX 376 
RUTHERFORD, NEW JERSEY 
Carl Julian Douglas, Director 
Freshman, sophomore and junior years. Also interim program 
Second semester group now forming. Leaves for Europe, 
January 20, 1967. 
